We calculate the current density distribution in superconducting films along the direction of an external field applied perpendicular to the film plane. Our analysis reveals that the current distribution is inhomogeneous even in the absence of surface pinning. Surface pinning enhances significantly current density inhomogeneity. This current variation throughout the film thickness gives rise to the experimentally observed thickness dependence of the critical current density and magnetic relaxation effects. 74.25.Ha,74.60.Ge 
I. INTRODUCTION
The magnetic behavior of type-II superconductors depends strongly on the sample shape [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Recently, a significant progress has been made in understanding the effects of the sample aspect ratio on its magnetic behavior [1] , in particular, in the case of thin films with the magnetic field normal to the film plane ("perpendicular geometry") [2, 3] . Theory [1] [2] [3] [4] and experiment [5, 6] show that the magnetic behavior in the perpendicular geometry has some distinctive features, essentially different from the parallel geometry, e.g. a more complicated structure of the critical state and the presence of geometrical barriers [7] .
A number of elegant analytical solutions for the perpendicular geometry (for strips and disks) describe the Meissner [8] , the mixed state [1, 3] , and magnetic flux creep [2] . These solutions are based on the important ansatz, that one can treat the film as an infinitesimal thin plane. Then the current distribution throughout the film thickness and bending of vortices may be ignored, and one may consider an averaged (over the thickness) current density and 2D (point-like) vortices. This approach was very successful in explaining the peculiarities of the current density and the magnetic induction distributions across the film plane. However, this approach cannot account for the measured thickness dependence of the persistent current density j [6, [9] [10] [11] and magnetic relaxation in thin films [11] .
Explanation of the observed decrease of j with the increase of the film thickness d is usually based on the idea that pinning on surfaces, perpendicular to the direction of vortices, is important, and must be taken into account [4, 6, 9] . Yet, this is not sufficient for understanding the thickness dependence of the magnetic relaxation rate, which was found to decrease with the increase of the film thickness [11] .
In order to understand the experimental results on thickness dependence of the magnetic behavior of thin films in perpendicular field we calculate the current density and magnetic induction distributions by using the 'two-mode electrodynamics' theory suggested earlier to explain the AC response in bulk materials [14] . The essence of this theory is that two length scales govern the penetration of fields and currents. The longer scale is of electrodynamic origin and, therefore, is more universal: it exists, for example, in a superconductor in the Meissner state (the London penetration depth) or, in a normal conductor (the skin depth).
The shorter scale (by the weak logarithm factor larger than the inter-vortex distance) is related to the vortex-line tension, so it is unique for a type-II superconductor in the mixed state. This scale was introduced into the continuous theory of type-II superconductors by Matheiu and Simon [15] (see also [16, 17] ). Applying the two-mode electrodynamics to the critical state, one may ignore the time variation, i.e. the two-mode electrodynamics becomes a two-mode electrostatics theory.
Our analysis of a type-II thin superconducting film within the two-mode electrostatics theory leads to the conclusion that for strong enough bulk pinning, inhomogeneity of the current density becomes important, even in the absence of surface pinning, if the film thickness exceeds the Campbell penetration depth λ C . Thus, inhomogeneity of the current distribution throughout the film thickness is a distinctive and inevitable feature of the perpendicular film geometry, like, for example, the geometrical barrier [7] . Inhomogeneity of the current distribution is enhanced if the critical state is supported by the surface pinning. In this case, most of the current is confined to a layer of a depth of the order of the intervortex distance, which is usually much smaller than the London penetration depth λ.
As a result of this inhomogeneity, the measured average critical current density becomes thickness dependent. This current inhomogeneity also causes a thickness dependence of the magnetic relaxation rate. In the following we present a detailed analysis of these effects and compare our theoretical predictions with the experimental data [11] .
II. THEORY
A. Equations of electrodynamics for the mixed state in perpendicular geometry Let us consider a thin superconducting strip, infinitely long in the y-direction, with width 2w (−w < x < w) and thickness 2d (−d < z < d). External magnetic field H is applied along the z-axis, perpendicular to the film plane. The vortex density n is determined by the zcomponent B z of the average magnetic field (magnetic induction) B in the film: n = B z /Φ 0 .
Supercurrent of density j y (x, z) flows along the y-axis resulting in the Lorenz force in the x-direction, which results in a vortex displacement u along the x-axis.
We begin with the electrodynamic equations describing the mixed state of type-II superconductors in such a geometry. They include the London equation for the x-component of the magnetic field:
the Maxwell equation:
and the equation of vortex motion:
Here
is a field of order the first critical field H c1 , a 0 ≃ Φ 0 /B z is the inter-vortex distance, and r c ∼ ξ is an effective vortex core radius. (Note, that in the expression for H c1 , a 0 in Eq. (4)is replaced by λ). The equation of the vortex motion arises from the balance of (i) the friction force proportional to the friction coefficient η; (ii) the elastic pinning force ∝ k; (iii) the Lorentz force proportional to the current density j; and (iv) the vortex-line tension force (the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3)). So, in our analysis bulk pinning is a result of the homogeneous and linear pinning force.
In the parallel geometry vortices move without bending so that the x-component B x is absent, and the Maxwell equation becomes: 4πj y /c = −∂B z /∂x. Since B z is proportional to the vortex density, this current may be called a diffusion current. The case of the perpendicular geometry is essentially different: the diffusion current is small compared to the bending current ∂B x /∂z (see the estimation below) and may be neglected for the calculation of the distribution throughout the film thickness (along the z-axis). As a result, Eq. (3) becomes η ∂u ∂t
Eq. (1) and Eq. (5) (2) determination of the external parameters J y and B z using the Bio-Savart law. The later part of the problem (solution of the integral equation given by the Bio-Savart law) was already studied carefully in previous works [1, 3] . In the present work we concentrate on the analysis of the distribution of fields and currents throughout the film thickness (z-dependence).
The accuracy of our approach is determined by the ratio of the diffusion current ∂B z /∂x to the bending current ∂B x /∂z, since we neglect the diffusion current contribution to the total current. Suppose, as a rough estimation, that B z ∼ B x . Then, the diffusion current density is roughly ∼ J y /w, whereas the bending current density does not exceed J y /d [1, 3, 5, 7] . Thus, the ratio between the diffusion and the bending current is approximately d/w ∼ 10 −3 ÷ 10 −4 for typical thin films. Note, that this condition does not depend on the magnitude of the critical current and it is well satisfied also in typical single crystals, where d/w ∼ 0.01 ÷ 0.1. Therefore, the results we obtain below hold for a wide range of typical samples used in the experiment.
B. Two-mode electrostatics: Two length scales
Let us consider the static case when vortices do not move and there is no friction. Then, Eq. (5) becomes
Excluding the B x component of the magnetic induction from Eqs. (1) and (6) we obtain the equation for the vortex displacement:
The two length scales which govern distributions over the z-axis become evident if one try to find a solution of this equation in the form B x ∼ u ∼ exp(ipz). Then, the dispersion equation for p is biquadratic and yields two negative values for p 2 . In the limit
Thus, the distribution along the z−axis is characterized by the two length scales: the Campbell length λ C , which is the electrodynamic length, and length λ, given by Eq. (8), which is related to the vortex-line tension.
C. Current density and field distribution
In order to find distribution of currents and fields throughout the film thickness, one must solve the boundary problem. We look for a solution which is a superposition of two modes. In particular, for the vortex displacement we can write:
Using Eq. (6) one has for the current density:
The total current is
Equation (12) is in fact a boundary condition imposed on the amplitudes of two modes, u 0 and u 1 . The second boundary condition is determined by the strength of the surface pinning. If displacements are small, the general form of this boundary condition is
where α = 0 in the absence of surface pinning, whereas in the limit of strong surface pinning α → ∞. In the following parts of the section we consider different particular cases.
Surface pinning
Let us consider the case of the surface pinning in the absence of the bulk pinning (k = 0), when the Campbell length λ C → ∞. By "surface pinning" we understand pinning due to surface roughness on the surfaces perpendicular to the vortex direction. The surface roughness is assumed to be much smaller than the film thickness d. Without bulk pinning the displacement is given by [see Eq. (10)]:
where u 0 and u 1 are the constants to be determined.
The boundary condition, Eq. (13), imposed on the displacements of the vortex ends (the condition of the surface pinning) yields the relation between u 0 and u 1 . But we do not need this relation, because in the case of the surface pinning the constant displacement u 0 does not affect distributions of currents and fields. The magnetic field B x is given by (see Eq.
(6)):
The current is determined from the Maxwell equation (2) neglecting the diffusion current:
It is important to note that the characteristic length λ, which varies between London penetration length λ and the inter-vortex distance a 0 ∼ Φ 0 /B z , is much smaller than λ for a dense vortex array B z ≫ H * . Taking into account, that usually thin films have thickness less or equal to 2λ, the effect of the vortex bending due to surface pinning may be very important: most of the current is confined to a thin surface layer of width λ.
The current density on the surface is
. Thus,
The total current integrated over the film thickness 2d is:
Thus, the average current density j a = J y /2d, -a convenient quantity for the comparison of experiment with theory, as well as between different samples, decreases with thickness as
which results in j a = j s λ/d for λ/d << 1.
The field and the current distribution over the film thickness are:
Thus, the current penetrates into a small depthλ and is exponentially small in the bulk beyond this length.
Bulk pinning
A remarkable feature of the perpendicular geometry is that, even in the absence of the surface pinning, vortices are bent. This is in striking contrast with the parallel geometry where the diffusion current distribution is homogeneous along the direction of vortices and, therefore, does not bend them. Absence of surface pinning means that at the surface ∂u/∂z = 0 (a vortex is perpendicular to an ideal surface). This yields the relation between u 0 and u 1 [see Eq. (10)]:
Then, Eq. (12) becomes
The current distribution is
In the limit of small d/λ C this yields
Another interesting case is that of the dense vortex array, B z ≫ H * :
where again j s is the current density on the film surface. Remarkably, current density is inhomogeneous even in the absence of surface pinning. We illustrate this in Fig. 1 , where we plot j y (z) /j b vs. z/d at different ratios d/λ C . "Uniform" bulk current density j b = J y /2d
corresponds to the limit d/λ C = 0. Physically, such current profiles reflect Meissner screening of the in-plane component B x of the self-field by a superconductor.
For the average current density we have
which is similar to the case of the surface pinning, Eq. (19), with λ replaced by λ C .
Thus, in the perpendicular geometry, the current distribution is strongly inhomogeneous:
the whole current is confined to a narrow surface layer of width λ (surface pinning), or λ C (bulk pinning).
D. Critical state
In the theory given in the previous sections we have assumed that the currents and vortex displacements were small. On the other hand, we would like to deal with the relaxation, starting from the critical state when the current density is equal to its critical value j c . Let us consider how it can affect our picture derived for small currents.
Surface pinning
If vortices are pinned only at the surface, the value of the critical current depends on the profile of the surface, and one may not use the linear boundary condition imposed on the vortex displacement, Eq. (13) . However, the z-independent vortex displacement u 0 does not influence the current density and field distribution in the bulk as shown in Sec. II C 1 (see Eqs. (15) and (16)). Therefore the bulk current density and field distribution derived from our linear analysis can be used even for the critical state.
Bulk pinning
In this case our theory must be modified for the critical state. In particular, for large currents the bulk-pinning force becomes nonlinear, and, as a result, the current-field penetration is not described by simple exponential modes. Formally these effects may be incorporated by our theory using the pinning constant k which depends on the displacement u and therefore varies along the vortex line. As an example, let us consider the case of strongly localized pinning force when the vortex is pinned by a potential well of the small radius r d like that sketched in Fig. 2 : the vortex energy per unit length (vortex-line tension) is given by ε for vortex line segments outside the potential well and by ε 0 for segments inside the well.
Thus, the pinning energy per unit length is ε − ε 0 . In fact, this potential-well model better describes pinning of vortices by columnar defects, but one may use it, as a rough qualitative model, also for other types of pinning sites.
If the current distribution were uniform, such a potential well would keep the vortex pinned until the current density j y exceeds the critical value c(ε − ε 0 )/Φ 0 r d . The escape of the trapped vortex line from the potential well occurs via formation of the un-trapped circular segment of the vortex line (see Fig. 3 ). In this case, both the critical-current density and the energy barrier for vortex depinning do not depend on the film thickness [18] .
But, in perpendicular geometry the current distribution is not homogeneous. In order to find it for the critical state, we may use the following approach. The vortex line consists of the trapped and un-trapped segments as shown in Fig. 4 . The un-trapped segment is beyond the potential well, therefore there is no bulk pinning force acting on it. This means that the shape of this segment is described by Eq. (6) with k = 0. Applying the theory of Sec. II C 1, one obtains that the total current J y = d −d j y (z)dz is concentrated near the film surfaces within a narrow surface layer of width λ. Inside the surface layer the vortex line is curved, but has a straight segment of length L outside the layer, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . As for the vortex-line segment trapped by the potential well, we assume that it is straight and vertical, neglecting its possible displacements inside the potential well. Formally speaking, our approach introduces a non-homogeneous bulk-pinning constant k assuming that k = 0 for the un-trapped segment and k = ∞ for the trapped one. The energy of the vortex line in this state is determined by the line tensions (ε and ε 0 ) and is given by
where the contact angle α is determined by the balance of the line-tension forces in the point where the vortex line meets the line defect:
III. MAGNETIC RELAXATION
Let us now analyze how the distribution of the current density affects the magnetic relaxation. For this purpose we consider simple, but still plausible scenarios of vortex depinning.
A. Homogeneous current density distribution
As pointed out above, if the current distribution is uniform throughout the film thickness, a trapped vortex may escape from the potential well (Fig. 2 ) via formation of a circular segment of the vortex line (Fig. 3) , with energy
where L and L 0 are the lengths of the vortex line segment before and after formation of the loop, S is the area of the loop [18] . If the loop is a circular arc of the radius R and the angle 2α ( Fig. 3) , then L 0 = 2R sin α, L = 2Rα, and S = 1 2 R 2 (2α − sin 2α) , where the contact angle α is given by Eq. (28). Then,
The height of the barrier is determined by the maximum energy at R c = εc/Φ 0 j y :
As one might expect, this barrier does not depend on the film thickness.
Dependence on the sample thickness may arise if the collective-pinning longitudinal correlation length becomes of the same order, or larger, than the sample thickness. Then, the pinning is stronger (the critical-current density and the creep barrier are larger) for thinner samples. This cannot explain the observed thickness dependence of the relaxation.
B. Inhomogeneous current density distribution
Surface pinning
In this case, the whole current is confined to the surface layer of width λ, smaller than the film thickness for vortex densities typical in the experiment. This means that all creep parameters, including the creep barrier, are governed by the total current J y , and not by the average current density J y /2d. Then, apparently, the critical current density and the creep barrier are larger for thinner films, similar to the case of the collective-pinning effect, mentioned above. Thus also this scenario cannot explain the observed non-monotonous dependences of the relaxation.
Short-range bulk pining
Let us consider the relaxation process for the critical state supported by the short-range pinning force discussed in Sec. II D 2. The energy E of the vortex line is given by Eq. (27).
The average critical current density corresponds to E = 0 and is inversely proportional to the film thickness [see also Eq. (26)]:
The energy barrier is given by the maximum energy at d = L +λ ≈ L when the whole vortex line has left the potential well ( Fig. 5 ):
where j a = J y /2d is the average current density. If j c > j a > j c /2, then ∂E b /∂d < 0, i.e.
the barrier is larger for thinner films. But ∂E b /∂d > 0 at j a < j c /2, i.e., at this condition the barrier increases when the film becomes thicker.
However, the maximal energy (the barrier peak) may be achieved earlier if the distance r i from the neighbor potential well is less than d tan α (see Fig. 6 ). Then, the barrier energy
In this case ∂E b /∂d < 0 and the energy barrier for thinner films is always larger. Therefore one can see faster relaxation in thinner films only if the films are so thin that d < r i / tan α and the energy barrier is given by Eq. (33).
Thus if the average current density in thin films becomes small enough compared to the original critical current density, the relaxation at the same average persistent current may be faster in thinner films.
General case
In the simplified picture of the critical-state relaxation suggested in the previous subsection, the total current was concentrated within a very thin layer of the width λ. It was based on the assumption that the pinning force disappears when the vortex line leaves the small-size potential well, whereas inside the potential well the pinning force is very strong.
As a result, outside the thin surface layers of the width λ the vortex line consists of two straight segments (Fig. 4) . In the general case, the distribution of the pinning force may be smoother and the shape of a vortex line is more complicated, but the tendency must be the same: the current confined in a narrow surface layer drives the end of a vortex line away from the potential well to the regions where the pinning force is weaker and the vortex line is quite straight with the length proportional to thickness of the film if the latter is thin enough. Therefore the barrier height for the vortex jump, is smaller for smaller d.
Our scenario assumes that the current is concentrated near the film surfaces. In general, a width of the current layer may vary from λ to a some effective Campbell length λ C . Then, one may expect a non-monotonous thickness dependence when λ C is comparable with d. As we see, the Campbell length is an important quantity to know for whether current density inhomogeneity must be taken into account or not (in the absence of the surface pinning).
The length λ C can be estimated from the micro-wave experiments: according to Golosovskii et al. [19] 
where the field H is measured in T esla . For H ≃ 0.2 T this results in λ C ≈ 450Å, or 2λ C ≈ 900Å which has to be compared with the film thickness.
IV. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENT
A decrease of the measured current density with an increase of the film thickness is reported in numerous experimental works [6, 10, 11] . Magnetic relaxation measurements in films of different thickness are discussed in detail in [11] . Using excerpts from the data reported in the latter works we demonstrate an agreement of these data with our theory.
Measurements were conducted on four 5 × 5 mm 2 Y Ba 2 Cu 3 O 7−δ films of thickness 2d = 800, 1000, 2000 and 3000Å, prepared by the laser ablation technique on SrT iO 3 substrates [13] . All samples had T c ≈ 89 K. Magnetic moment was measured as a function of field, temperature and time, using a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer.
The average persistent current density was extracted from the magnetic hysteresis loops using the Bean model adapted for our case:
is a half of the film thickness and a = 0.5 cm is the lateral dimension. Fig. 7 shows the persistent current density j at T = 5 K as a function of the applied magnetic field H. Apparently, j is larger in thinner films. The same trend is found at all temperatures. These observations are in a good agreement with Eqs. (19) and (26). We note, however, since the value of j s is not known, we cannot point out the dominance of pure surface, pure bulk or mixed type of pinning. measured in films of different thickness. The interesting and unexpected feature is that curves cross, i. e., the relaxation is faster in thinner films. This is further illustrated in Fig. 9 where j vs. d is plotted at different times. It is seen, that in the beginning of the relaxation, the average current density in thinner films is larger. However, in thinner films, the current density decreases much faster than in the thicker ones. This leads even to a non-monotonous dependence of j a on time and the thickness. This is in a qualitative agreement with our results, discussed in Sec. III, in particular in subsections III B 2 and III B 3. There we found that such acceleration of the relaxation in thinner films may be understood only considering the inhomogeneous bulk-pinning force. Thus, the experiment provides an evidence for the importance of the bulk pinning force contribution to a total pinning force. Most probably, we deal with the mixed case of both surface and the bulk pinning and mechanisms with the characteristic length scale in between the short (surface pinning) length λ and the larger Campbell length.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Our theoretical analysis shows that in the perpendicular geometry the distribution of the current density is not homogeneous, even in the absence of the surface pinning. Surface pinning enhances dramatically this inhomogeneity. The current density is always larger near the surface layers, and decays over a characteristic length scale, which is in between λ (of order of the intervortex distance) and the Campbell length λ C (comparable with the thickness of a typical film). Such inhomogeneous current distribution can explain the experimentally observed decrease of the current density and the relaxation rate as the film thickness increases. Depending on the ratio λ/d or λ C /d, the magnetic relaxation rate may be a non-monotonous function of the film thickness. These theoretical predictions are in accordance with the experimental observations. 
